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Jifiti Helps Banks Fight Pressure From BNPL
Apps Like Klarna, Afterpay & PYPL
We recently hosted Jifiti's co-founder and CEO Yaacov Martin and co-founder
and CMO Shaul Weisband as part of our Mizuho FinTech Disruption Series.
Jifiti - an Israeli startup - tosses a lifeline to traditional banks trying to stop the
bleed to popular buy-now-pay-later (BNPL) apps like PayPal's Pay-in-4 product,
Klarna, and Afterpay.
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Jifiti offers banks a turnkey platform, helping them tap into the vast and fastgrowing global BNPL market. The platform enables banks to quickly create and
scale their POS loan business with merchants, increasing consumer conversion
and basket size.
The key perspectives from our fireside chat with Jifiti's executives are laid out
below.
Buy-Now-Pay-Later Offerings Like PayPal's Pay-in-4 Are Eating the
Banks' Lunch
The rise of popular BNPL solutions such as PYPL's Pay-in-4, Klarna, and
Afterpay is disadvantageous for banks, for which consumer loans are considered
the 'bread and butter.' For example, JP Morgan's Consumer & Community
Banking division, which serves 63 million U.S. households, generates more than
$5bn of card income, accounting for ~10% of total segment sales.
What is the key competitive advantage for BNPL apps like PYPL's Pay-in-4?
McKinsey estimates that Sweden's Klarna - a highly popular BNPL app uses advanced analytics to increase sales while minimizing financial risks.
Specifically, McKinsey notes that Klarna has created accurate algorithms based
on millions of purchases, enabling their BNPL service to deliver a best-in-class
acceptance rate and instant purchase approval.
Jifiti Tosses Banks a Lifeline by Equipping Them with Similar Capabilities
Like App-Based BNPL Services
Jifiti's turnkey platform helps banks compete in the attractive BNPL space by
deploying loans at the merchant POS. A key differentiator of Jifiti's platform is
the ease of use for banks. For example, the platform does not require integration
with a merchant's POS, does not necessitate additional IT resources, and does
not require the purchase of new hardware.
Specifically, Jifiti helps banks compete with Pay-in-4 or Klarna by utilizing
traditional banks' relative competitive advantages, which include making
consumer credit decisions and servicing consumer loans.
Furthermore, to compete with products like Pay-in-4, Jifiti offers a unified whitelabeled consumer application customized for merchants, with both e-commerce
and in-store displays. Unlike with PYPL and other apps, the merchants end up
owning the data Jifiti collects about their customers. In PYPL's case, for example,
PYPL owns the consumer relationships thus retains the data.
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Rapid Integration, SMB Focus, & Boost in Engagement Are Key
The rapid integration Jifiti offers to its bank partners is a key competitive
advantage, according to management.
For example, implementation with Jifiti can take as little as six days. This
compares with several months for traditional implementations. Moreover, Jifiti
also opens up the opportunity for banks to work with SMBs, where the costs and
time to market can create significant hurdles.
IKEA Is a Prominent Jifiti Customer in Europe
Management believes that both customer conversion and average ticket value
have increased following the deployment of Jifiti solutions.
One example of a prominent Jifiti customer is IKEA, which works with Jifiti in
select markets across Europe.
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Price Target Calculation and Key Risks
PayPal Holdings, Inc.
Our work hints of significant share gains for PYPL's checkout button, and a first-mover
advantage in QR code checkout in the US. We believe PYPL should trade at a midteens revenue multiple, as the best-in-class e-commerce beneficiary merits a premium
multiple vs the group of US payment peers. Our $290 PT (up from $270) is based on
~15x (unchanged) our 2023 sales forecast.
Downside risks include: (1) failure to acquire sufficient customers, (2) larger-thanexpected impact from EBAY relationship, and (3) intensifying competition and higher
customer attrition.
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IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES
The disclosures for the subject companies of this report as well as the disclosures for Mizuho Securities USA LLC entire coverage universe can be found
at https://msusa.bluematrix.com/sellside/Disclosures.action or obtained by contacting EQSupervisoryAnalystUS@mizuhogroup.com or via postal mail
at Equity Research Editorial Department, Mizuho Securities USA LLC, 1271 Avenue of the Americas, 2nd FL, New York NY, 10020.
Investment Risks and Valuation Methods can be located in the following section of this research report - Price Target Calculation and Key Risks.

Receipt of Compensation
Mizuho Securities USA LLC and or its affiliates makes a market in the following securities: PayPal Holdings, Inc.
Mizuho Securities USA LLC and or its affiliates has received compensation for products or services other than investment banking services for PayPal
Holdings, Inc. in the past 12 months.
Mizuho Securities USA LLC and or its affiliates has received compensation for investment banking services for PayPal Holdings, Inc. in the past 12
months.
Mizuho Securities USA LLC and or its affiliates has managed or co-managed a public offering of securities for PayPal Holdings, Inc. in the past 12
months.
Mizuho Securities USA LLC and or its affiliates have provided investment banking services for PayPal Holdings, Inc. who is or was a client in the
past 12 months.
The compensation of the research analyst writing this report, in whole or part, is based on MSUSA.s annual revenue and earnings and is not
directly related to any specific investment banking compensation. MSUSA.s internal policies and procedures prohibit research analysts from receiving
compensation from companies covered in the research reports.

Regulation Analyst Certification (AC)
I, Dan Dolev, hereby certify that the views expressed in this research report accurately reflect my personal views about any and all the subject companies.
No part of my compensation was, is or will be, directly or indirectly, related to the specific recommendations or views expressed in this research report.

Rating Definitions
Mizuho Securities USA investment ratings are based on the following definitions: Anticipated share price change is based on a 12-month time
frame. Return expectation is based on the stock’s total return. For disclosure purposes (for purposes of the FINRA requirements), we include
the category headings of Buy, Hold, and Sell alongside our ratings of Buy, Neutral, and Underperform. (effective July 10, 2017).
Buy: Stock's total return is expected to appreciate above the average total return of the analyst's industry coverage universe, on a risk-adjusted basis,
over the next 12 months.
Neutral: Stock's total return is expected to be within the average total return of the analyst's industry coverage universe, on a risk-adjusted basis, over
the next 12 months.
Underperform: Stock's total return is expected to depreciate below the average total return of the analyst's industry coverage universe, on a riskadjusted basis, over the next 12 months.
RS: Rating Suspended - rating and price objective temporarily suspended.
NR: No Rating - not covered, and therefore not assigned a rating.

Mizuho Securities USA LLC investment ratings are based on the following definitions. Anticipated share price change is based on a 6- to 12-month
time frame. Return expectation excludes dividends (prior to July 10, 2017).
Buy:
Neutral:
Underperform:
RS:
NR:

Stocks for which the anticipated share price appreciation exceeds 10%.
Stocks for which the anticipated share price appreciation is within 10% of the share price.
Stocks for which the anticipated share price falls by 10% or more.
Rating Suspended - rating and price objective temporarily suspended.
No Rating - not covered, and therefore not assigned a rating.

Rating Distribution
(As of December 22 )
Buy (Buy)
Hold (Neutral)
Sell (Underperform)

% of coverage
62.87%
35.83%
1.30%

IB service past 12 mo
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For disclosure purposes only (NYSE and FINRA ratings distribution requirements), our Buy, Neutral and Underperform ratings are displayed as Buy, Hold and Sell,
respectively.
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Rating and Price Target History for: PayPal Holdings, Inc. (PYPL) as of 12-21-2020
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For additional information: Please log on to http://www.mizuhosecurities.com/us or write to Mizuho Securities USA LLC 1271 Avenue of the Americas,
2nd FL, New York, NY 10020.
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United Kingdom/Germany/European Economic Area: This report is distributed in the United Kingdom by Mizuho International plc (MHI), Mizuho
House, 30 Old Bailey, London EC4M 7AU. MHI is authorised by the Prudential Regulation Authority and regulated by the Financial Conduct
Authority and the Prudential Regulation Authority and is a member of the London Stock Exchange. This report is distributed in Germany by
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recipients of this report should contact MHSS at 12 Marina View, #10-01A Asia Square Tower 2, Singapore 018961, for any matter arising from, or
in connection with, this report.
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report has been prepared for “professional investors” as defined in the Hong Kong Securities and Futures Ordinance. This report has been prepared
in accordance with MHSA’s internal conflict of interest management policies. Details of MHSA’s organizational and administrative controls for the
prevention and avoidance of conflicts of interest are available upon request.
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